Show Description
HEARTLAND follows the life on the ranch as Amy Fleming and her older sister Lou continue, with their grandfather Jack, to deal with the challenges of running a ranch that has been in their family for six generations. HEARTLAND is unlike any other ranch – it is a horse ranch with a special mission of treating troubled or neglected horses and finding them new homes, an Amy has inherited her late mother’s uncanny ability to work with, understand and help heal these horses.

Season 7 begins with Amy arriving back from the European Equestrian circuit, still riding high on the opulent lifestyle and adrenaline of working with high-performance horses. Amy’s time away has changed her and everyone else back home. And as the family struggles through secrets, rivalries and misunderstandings, Amy and Ty must find solid ground in their relationship. By the end of the season they have persevered and grown as a couple, moving forward into their future.

This season of HEARTLAND continues the saga of the Western family as they chase big dreams and manage life’s setbacks, while holding on to what matters most: courage, love, family and a home you can always come back to.
Character Description
• Amy Fleming (Played by Amber Marshall): As the Season opens, Amy returns from Europe with a secret that threatens to change the course of her life forever. As Amy attempts to integrate back into life at Heartland, she struggles to find her way and is forced to admit that things have changed. Amy’s re-entry will also prove to be a difficult process for those close to her – especially Ty. When an unexpected trip brings with it a flood of memories she seizes the opportunity to get back to her roots and reclaim what she has lost. Then, as Amy finds herself on the cusp of a new beginning, she steps in to support family members who are grappling with an unexpected ending.

• Lou Fleming Morris (Played by Michelle Morgan): This year sees Lou striving to balance her busy life as an entrepreneur with running the household at Heartland, while tackling the challenges of motherhood and maintaining a long-distance relationship with Peter. Concerned about the welfare of her girls, Lou invites an outsider into their lives who ultimately threatens to tear the family apart. Then, when facing a difficult decision about her family’s future, Lou throws herself into planning a big event to distract herself from her own personal issues. And as the Season draws to a close, Lou returns from a last-minute trip with an admission that threatens to change the Heartland family forever.

• Jack Bartlett (Played by Shaun Johnston): The revelation of Jack’s secret marriage to Lisa initially throws the Heartland family into turmoil, until Lou settles on a fitting way to celebrate the event. As Jack faces the challenges of maintaining his untraditional union, he is forced to confront some of his more “traditional” ideals. When his is asked to come to the aid of an old, ailing friend, an unexpected but happy reunion ensues. Jack will also find himself stepping into the roles of mentor and part-time parent for two different teens as they struggle with change and the trials and tribulations of adolescent life.
• Ty Borden (Played by Graham Wardle): Ty is thrilled to welcome Amy back from Europe, but their reunion is far from smooth. As they strive to reconnect, Ty continues to move forward in his life by extricating himself from a risky and time-consuming business venture and redoubling his efforts to complete vet school. But then, an unexpected revelation threatens to throw his whole future into chaos. Reeling, Ty finds himself at a significant turning point. He severs ties with a mentor, and then struggles as he takes on new professional challenges. But when forced to make some tough choices, Ty realizes where his real loyalty lies. Then, when Tim tricks Ty into accompanying him on a trip, it has an unexpected result when Ty finally glimpses what he really wants and ultimately gets his life back on track.

• Tim Fleming (Played by Chris Potter): Reconnecting with an old acquaintance brings big changes to Tim’s life this year. He not only becomes re-involved in the rodeo in an interesting way, but when his budding relationship unexpectedly heats up, he is taken by surprise and forced to let go of some of the ties from his past and reevaluate where his life is headed.

• Georgina (Georgie) Crawley (Played by Alisha Newton): This year is one of change for Georgie, as she deals with the highs and lows of being a teenager, everything from makeovers to first crushes to broken bones and broken hearts. Initially, Georgie is disillusioned when a former idol proves to be fallible, But she slowly comes to realize that things aren’t always the way they appear. Then, when a school project shines a light on her past, Georgie’s life at Heartland is put into jeopardy. Georgie takes on new responsibilities and challenges as her love of horses and competition grows. But as she prepares for an important audition, a surprising discovery threatens to change everything.
• Scott Cardinal (Played by Nathaniel Arcand): Although his position as Hudson’s respected veterinarian is secure, this year finds Scott forced to make some difficult business decisions. With his clinic facing rising costs and shrinking margins, he may have no choice but to consider a merger that would place the security of his employees at risk. As Scott and Ty deal with the aftermath of a seeming breach of trust, Scott pushes Ty to step up and take on greater responsibility. And when Scott struggles with a difficult family situation, Ty and other trusted friends step in to help.

• Caleb O’Dell (Played by Kerry James): This year sees Caleb struggling when Ty decides to end their professional relationship. Caleb reluctantly takes on another partner then grapples to balance his new business interests with his old friendships. Caleb initially dismisses Ty’s concerns about his recent venture, but realizes too late he should have listened to his friend. And when a secret romantic entanglement comes to light, Caleb may be forced to make a costly sacrifice.

• Peter Morris (Played by Gabriel Hogan): This year Peter struggles to maintain his dual life, finding his roles as a father and husband clashing with the demands of his professional life in Vancouver. And when a new career opportunity arises for Peter, he and Lou find themselves at a crossroads that threatens to derail the family unit.
Episode Synopsis
Episode 701: “There And Back Again”
- Amy’s return from Europe is far from the homecoming she anticipated when she finds herself struggling to integrate back into life at Heartland and her relationship with Ty. Meanwhile, Jack and Lisa have been waiting to reveal their marriage to the family, but discover that finding the right moment to make the announcement is more difficult than expected. And Georgie unearths a secret that will cause her to lose faith in an idol.

Episode 702: “The Big Red Wall”
- After her initial shock at her grandfather’s announcement, Lou throws herself into party planning mode and forces Jack into an awkward reunion with an old acquaintance. Ty becomes the middleman when Amy and Caleb butt heads over horse training. And still reeling from her recent discovery, Georgie pulls away from Amy and focuses on donating money to an online animal sanctuary.

Episode 703: “Severed Ties”
- Amy’s attempts to reunite with Georgie are continually thwarted by the arrival of lavish gifts from afar. When Tim is captivated by an old acquaintance, he and Jack team up for a charity event. Meanwhile, Lou and Peter disagree about potential pre-schools and Lou takes Katie for an assessment. And an unexpected revelation forces Ty to question his career prospects.

Episode 704: “Secrets And Lies”
- A surprise visitor at Heartland makes an unwelcome declaration and Amy is forced to deal with the devastating consequences. Meanwhile, a dire animal crisis at the Reserve eerily parallels Ty’s personal life when he realizes that some things just can’t be saved. Still stinging from Katie’s pre-school rejection, Lou’s insistence that a specialist test her daughter brings an unexpected result. And Georgie realizes she needs her own trick-riding horse in order to keep up with her nemesis Olivia.

Episode 705: “Endings And Beginnings”
- Amy struggles to turn a pair of horses into a team, and is forced to go head-to-head with a rival trainer. Meanwhile, Ty discovers a dead bear on the Reserve with its gallbladder missing but when he begins asking too many questions, poachers threaten his life. When Ty asks Georgie to care for an orphan wolf pup, she sees it as an opportunity to reunite Amy and Ty. An Lou hires Jade to work at the Dude Ranch, but quickly regrets her decision when the unpredictable teen becomes a problem employee, taking advantage of her situation.

Episode 706: “Steal Away”
- Amy initially blames Georgie and Jade when a client horse repeatedly escapes from his stall, but she is forced to reevaluate when she discovers that the horse has hidden skills. Meanwhile, when his boss at the Reserve refuses to help him bring down a dangerous poaching ring, Ty is forced to turn to Scott for assistance. And Jack enlists Georgie’s help to turn the reluctant Jade into a ranch hand.

Episode 707: “Walk A Mile”
- Amy struggles to help a Hutterite family whose team of Percherons ran amok during a hayride. But Georgie forms a strong bond with the young Hutterite daughter who turns out to be the key to unraveling the mystery. While Tim admittedly had a fantastic time traveling the rodeo circuit with Casey, he returns to Heartland and begins to second-guess their burgeoning relationship. Meanwhile, back at the clinic, a significant victory for Ty proves to be a bittersweet triumph when he realizes that all he wants to do – is share the experience with Amy. And Jack is forced to confront his traditional ideals when Lisa informs him that she has no intention of taking his name.

Episode 708: “The Family Tree”
- A school project opens a door to Georgie’s past that could ultimately change her life at Heartland. Meanwhile, Casey expresses interest in buying one of Ty and Caleb’s bulldogging horses and Caleb enlists Amy’s help to train it in order to secure the deal. Then, while celebrating their first big sale, Ty tells Caleb that he wants to officially pull out of their business partnership, which results in Caleb forging an unlikely alliance. And Tim is forced to come clean about his senior rodeo circuit dreams when he learns that Casey is buying him a bulldogging horse.
**Episode 709: “The Pike River Cull”**
- When a threat of a cull looms over a herd of wild horses, Jack and Amy go to the aid of an old friend in Pike River. Amy finds herself contending with a flood of bittersweet memories, but she seizes the opportunity to get back to her roots and reclaim what she has lost. Then, when Tim tricks Ty into accompanying him on a trip it has an unexpected result when Ty recognizes what it is he really wants. Meanwhile, Lou and Peter find themselves at loggerheads when Peter arrives late for a staycation with Georgie and Katie at the Dude Ranch. The tension between them rises until they are confronted with an outside threat that could destroy the family unit.

**Episode 710: “The Heart Of A River”**
- The fate of the wild horses hanging in the balance, Amy and Ty find themselves drawing closer as they make a desperate bid to save them. Meanwhile, Lou and Peter set aside their differences and form a united front against trumped up child endangerment charges. And Georgie is shattered when someone from her past threatens her future at Heartland.

**Episode 711: “The Silent Partner”**
- Amy finds herself in a difficult position when a client reveals that Peter turned down a lucrative offer in Calgary. Meanwhile, with increasing demands on her time and two horses to care for, Georgie struggles to accept a friend’s help with Phoenix. Then, when Ty receives an unexpected windfall he discovers that Caleb took Jesse up on his offer, and forges a partnership with him. And when a disagreement sends Jack back to Heartland early form his overnighter with Lisa, Lou struggles to accept their chosen form of communication: not talking.

**Episode 712: “Broken Heartland”**
- When Amy is invited to do a horse clinic in Montana, she and Ty decide to take a road trip together, but an unexpected encounter derails their plans. Meanwhile, back at Heartland, Jack and Lisa feel caught in the middle when Lou confronts Peter over his lie of omission, and his decision to choose his career in Vancouver over a job offer in Calgary which would give him a chance to spend more time with his family. And with both Ty and Scott out of town, Georgie and Jade volunteer at the vet clinic.

**Episode 713: “Cowgirls Don’t Cry”**
- Tim opens a rodeo school, determined to help young people avoid injury while getting the training they need, but is immediately confronted with a problem student. Meanwhile, Ty jumps to conclusions when he learns Lily has entered rehab again, blaming his stepfather, Wade, for his mother’s relapse. And with Lou out of town, Georgie prepares to attend her first Sadie Hawkins dance. Then, despite Jack’s protestations that she not get involved, Lisa spearheads wedding preparations with a reluctant Amy.

**Episode 714: “Riders On The Storm”**
- Amy and Ty help Scott’s nephew realize he is worthy of continuing his family tradition of relay racing. Meanwhile, Georgie is caught in the middle when her brother Jeff and her friend Jade exchange half-truths and outright lies in order to impress each other. And Tim initially refuses Jack’s offer to help with the rodeo school, but is later forced to swallow his pride and accept what Jack can bring to the table.

**Episode 715: “Eclipse Of The Heart”**
- Lou returns from Vancouver with an admission that threatens to change the Heartland family forever. Meanwhile, Jack intervenes when his discovers that Tim intends to crash Miranda’s wedding in Moose Jaw. Then, when Amy helps Caleb source a horse for Tim’s rodeo school she learns just how precarious Caleb’s business partnership is with Jesse. And Georgie fights disappointment when it looks like Peter won’t make it home to take in the lunar eclipse with her, as promised.
• **Episode 716: “Faking It”**
  - The family strives to support a devastated Georgie when Lou and Peter are forced to tell her about their separation, and Amy helps Georgie find the strength and determination she needs to deal with the terrible news while training for an upcoming trick riding competition. Meanwhile, Ty jumps to Caleb’s defense when Jesse calls in Caleb’s loan, effectively ruining him. And when Tim enlists Casey to help him cover for Lou at the diner, he discovers that they still have a lot to learn about each other.

• **Episode 717: “All I Need Is You”**
  - Lou spearheads preparations for the big day while Amy throws herself into gentling a rescue horse in order to avoid all the wedding craziness. But Amy and Ty’s happy future is jeopardized when Ty is unexpectedly arrested for assault. Meanwhile, Georgie observes an intimate moment between Lou and Peter and nurtures hope that they are getting back together. An Tim risks telling Casey how he feels about her, and then obsesses over her response.

• **Episode 718: “Written In Stone”**
  - In order to give Amy and Ty the wedding they really want, Lou struggles to deal with a slew of last minute hurdles. Meanwhile, Jack prepares to take a last ride on an old trusted friend, as family and friends from near and far converge to celebrate the union. Tim and Casey resolve their earlier miscommunication by coming clean about their feelings for each other. And, in a magic moment, Georgie has a breakthrough with Trouble, the challenging rescue horse.

• **Episode 323A & 323B: “Christmas Movie” (Part 1 & Part 2)**
  - Christmas comes to Heartland, along with an anonymous call about starving horses stranded by an avalanche in the Rocky Mountains, which send Amy and Ty to their rescue.
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